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 Semester 1 
Thrust area: Inspiration, Motivation & Ideation 

Quarter 1 

Theme Innovation 

Activity Name 

Mentoring Event: Demo Day/Exhibition/Poster Presentation of 

Ideas/PoC & linkage with Innovation Ambassadors/Experts for 

Mentorship : FUSION X-2023 

 

Mode of Conduct Offline 

Time 
Two Day, 14

th
 - 15

th
 September 2023 

Participants 

Students: 180 (Internal), 42 (External) Attended 

Faculty:28 Attended  

 

Objective:  

Connect innovators presenting ideas or PoCs with experienced Innovation Ambassadors/Experts 

to provide mentorship and guidance, fostering practical innovation and development. 

 

Exemplary:  

SRGEC TECHDOC, the Innovation and Incubation cell of Seshadrirao Gudlavalleru 

Engineering College, conducted a “Mentoring Event that featured a Demo Day/Exhibition/Poster 

Presentation FUSION X-2023 in collaboration with the Departments of IOT. The objective was 

to connect innovators showcasing their ideas or proof-of-concepts (PoCs) with experienced 

Innovation Ambassadors and Experts for mentorship. 

During the event, participants presented a diverse array of ideas and PoCs through demos, 

exhibitions, and poster presentations. This provided a platform for these innovators to showcase 

their concepts and seek mentorship, guidance, and support from established experts in the field. 

Innovation Ambassadors and Experts engaged with the participants, offering guidance, insights, 

and mentorship opportunities. The event served as a crucial platform for fostering connections 

and facilitating mentorship linkages between budding innovators and experienced professionals. 

The collaboration between participants and mentors aimed to nurture the presented ideas or 

PoCs, guiding them toward practical development and implementation. This interaction was 

instrumental in advancing innovation within the institution's ecosystem. 

In conclusion, the Mentoring Event at SRGEC TECHDOC was a significant step in promoting 

mentorship and fostering practical innovation. It facilitated connections between emerging 

innovators and seasoned experts, creating an environment conducive to idea development and 

growth. 

 



          

 

 

 
 

 
 

 


